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		 Trustpilot
		
      Ski Transfers

Ski-Lifts have been providing award winning ski transfers to our customers since 2005!!  Offering transfers from Airports and Train Stations in over 200+ ski resorts, in 14 countries globally – France, Italy, Austria, Andorra, Sweden, Norway, USA, Canada and Japan. The service is reliable, safe and our drivers have decades of local knowledge, offering shared, private, luxury and coach transfers to your ski resort.  Providing door to door transfers 365 days a year to get you to your destination as soon as you step off the plane.  Book your airport transfer to your ski resort today for the best prices!! 

Providing the best value ski transfers, whatever your budget or group size!!

If you can’t find the transfer you need, our experienced and knowledgeable team are on hand to help build a package to meet your needs. Our unique service takes the stress out of arranging a ski holiday and our team are available 24/7 to assist you while you are travelling, for that extra peace of mind.


     
       Why book your airport transfer with us?
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            Flexible Booking

             100% free cancellation
 7 days before you travel. 
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            24/7 support

            In case you’re delayed or need our help
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            No hidden fees

            Skis, child seats, luggage and amendments are all included.
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            Loyalty Points

            Earn Money off your next holiday transfer (ski, golf, cruise & more)
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            Global Coverage

            Over 200+ ski resort destinations
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            Award Winners

            Multiple World Ski Award Winners. 'World Best Ski Transfer Operator'.

      



Why choose a ski transfer with Ski-Lifts?

– Peace of mind that your driver will be waiting for you when you arrive at the airport.
– Avoid the queues of waiting for a ski taxi, unknown costs and availability.
– Convenience of having someone take you directly to your accommodation.

Our exclusive network is made up of only the best local and friendly experts for our transfer providers. From restaurant recommendations to discounted ski hire, local knowledge can really make the difference to your trip, and it’s something that Ski-Lifts really prides itself on.

Travelling with Ski Equipment is hassle-free if you’re planning on bringing your own skis! Not everyone travels with their own equipment, but some people choose to do so. Ski-Lifts include your baggage with your booking in the price, without charging you extra (as long as you tell us about the baggage in advance when you’re booking).

Ski-Lifts Transfer Destinations




Popular Ski Transfers








Geneva to Morzine Transfer
Geneva to Val Thorens Transfer
Geneva to Val d’Isere Transfer
Geneva to Tignes Transfer








Geneva to Meribel Transfer
Sofia to Bansko Transfer
Salzburg to Saalbach Transfer
Salzburg to Schladming Transfer




Innsbruck to St Anton Transfer
Innsbruck to Ischgl Transfer
Innsbruck to Kitzbuhel Transfer
Innsbruck to Mayrhofen Transfer














 Airport transfer types to suit all budgets 





Shared



One of the most cost effective and efficient ways of getting to the resort.
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              Book Now
            









Private



No sharing with others, no waiting at the airport and a direct door-to-door service, with no additional stops en route.
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              Book Now
            









Coach



Perfect for larger groups wanting to travel together.
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              Book Now
            









Luxury



Like a private transfer, but with the additional benefit of travelling in style.
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Book Now












Trusted by our customers since 2005!



Trustpilot













Passionate about skiing?

 Subscribe to our newsletter for resort information, skiing news and snow updates so you can plan your best trip yet. 









Subcribe
                                    



























Follow Ski-Lifts
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